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Every year our college Sukanta Mahavidyalaya organizes a series of cultural 
programmes on different fields/ items. This year 2021-22 during the month of september 
2021 teachers' day was celebrated in a befitting manner. All the teachers of the college 
were felicitated by the college authority. There were detailed discussions on the life of 
and activities of our Hon'ble National Teacher Dr. Sarvpalli Radha krishnan and followed 
by a short cultural programme . A good number of students participated and performed 
on this occasion. 

CELEBRATION OF FOUNDATION DAY, 25TH SEPTEMBER '21 

The Pandemic proved the decisive role an educational institution plays in a society. 
Following the advised health protocols the Foundation Day of our College was 
observed on 25th September'21. Due to Covid protocols the authority did not 
permit the huge gathering of students.The Dignitaries present were Dr. Nirmal 
Chandra Roy, President Governing Body, Smt Mitali Roy MLA, West Bengal, Dr. 
Nilangshu Sekhar Das, Principal of the College, Dr. Chanchal Sinha, Coordinator 
IQAC, and others. All dignitaries garlanded the statue of Sukanta Bhattacharya, the 
dynamic poet of Bengal. In his address The Principal of the College focussed upon 
the contribution of several people towards the establishment of this higher 
education institution. Apart from his report regarding the progress of this college 
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he also vindicated the selfless role played by several individuals t 
smooth functioning of the institution. 

COLLEGE SOCIAL 2021 
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Every year during the month of December the college organizes an Annual 
Cultural programme both by the students and invited celebrities. On 24.12.2021 the 
college social was celebrated on the "Mukta Mancha"(Open stage). It facilitated a 
close interaction amidst music and between the performers and the audience. 
Eminent dignitaries were present in the inaugural session of the event. 

SARASWATI PUJA 05.02.2022 
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Invoking the Goddess of Knowledge is a part of every institution. ur college 

celebrated Saraswati Puja on 05.02.2022 keeping the tradition on. Due to Covidl 9 

protocols few students attended the programme. The day marked an association of 

the students with the members of the college celebrating Vasanta Panchami. 

BHASA SAHID DIBAS 

(INTERNATIONAL MOTHER TONGUE DAY) 

On 21.02.2022 our college commemorated the selfless contribution of Martyrs of 

East Pakistan towards an international recognition for 'Bangla' as a national 

language. Through some addresses and short cultural programme the day was 

celebrated instilling passion and sentiments associated with our Matri-bhasa 

(Mother Tongue). The historical significance of the day was reflected in the 

deliberations of the dignitaries. 

RABINDRA JAYANTI 08.05.2022 

As a homage to Tagore's inclusive philosophy our college celebrated the Bard's 

birthday on 08.05.2022. The programme aimed towards enshrining the spirit of 

fellowship among each other. Besides the customary garlanding of the portrait of 

the nobel lauriete the day marked the celebration through Tagore's songs, 

recitations, dance and lectures. The Principal of the college through his address 

explored possible new research avenues related to Tagore and his circle. The 

students and the members of the college actively participated in the celebration. 

BASANTA UTSAB 17.03.22 

The covid 19 pandemic confined us in our homes as a result of our ecological 

arrogance, emphasizing the necessity for human beings to be conscious of their 

activities which should nourish society and economy without endangering the 
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needs of the future. As an endeavour to mark the importance of na 

sustainable development in our lives our college organized Basanta Utasab (Spring 

Festival). Spring was celebrated with Tagorean songs embarking an inclusive spirit 

which remains an epitome of fellowship and association. Recitation songs and 

dance marked the day along with an outdoor play of colours which symbolized 

fraternity and togetherness. 

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY, 08.03.2022 

To address issues of gender equality our college celebrated women and 

womanhood on 8th March'22 augmenting the UNESCO message 'Balance 

for Better'. The female members of the college were felicitated by the college 

authority as a token of respect.Through several lectures by the female 

members of the institution 'Her Story' was voiced and heard. 



CULTURAL ACTIVITIES DURING THE ACADEMIC SESSION
2021-22.

Every year our college Sukanta Mahavidyalaya organises a series of cultural
programmes on different fields/ items. This year 2021-22 during the month of september
2021 teachers’ day was celebrated in a befitting manner. All the teachers of the college
were felicitated by the college authority. There were detailed discussions on the life of
and activities of our Hon'ble National Teacher Dr. Sarvpalli Radha krishnan and followed
by a short cultural programme . A good number of students participated and performed
on this occasion.

CELEBRATION OF FOUNDATION DAY, 25TH SEPTEMBER ‘21

The Pandemic proved the decisive role an educational institution plays in a society. Following
the advised health protocols the Foundation Day of our College was observed on 25th
September’21. Due to Covid protocols the authority did not permit the huge gathering of
students.The Dignitaries present were Dr. Nirmal Chandra Roy, President Governing Body, Smt
Mitali Roy MLA, West Bengal, Dr. Nilangshu Sekhar Das, Principal of the College, Dr.
Chanchal Sinha, Coordinator IQAC, and others. All dignitaries garlanded the statue of Sukanta
Bhattacharya, the dynamic poet of Bengal. In his address The Principal of the College focussed
upon the contribution of several people towards the establishment of this higher education
institution. Apart from his report regarding the progress of this college he also vindicated the
selfless role played by several individuals towards the smooth functioning of the institution.
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COLLEGE SOCIAL 2021
Every year during the month of December the college organises an Annual Cultural programme
both by the students and invited celebrities. On 24.12.2021 the college social was celebrated on
the “Mukta Mancha”(Open stage). It facilitated a close interaction amidst music and between the
performers and the audience. Eminent dignitaries were present in the inaugural session of the
event.

SARASWATI PUJA 05.02.2022

Invoking the Goddess of Knowledge is a part of every institution. Our college celebrated
Saraswati Puja on 05.02.2022 keeping the tradition on. Due to Covid19 protocols few
students attended the programme. The day marked an association of the students with the
members of the college celebrating Vasanta Panchami.
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BHASA SAHID DIBAS
(INTERNATIONAL MOTHER TONGUE DAY)

On 21.02.2022 our college commemorated the selfless contribution of Martyrs of
East Pakistan towards an international recognition for ‘Bangla’ as a national
language. Through some addresses and short cultural programme the day was
celebrated instilling passion and sentiments associated with our Matri-bhasa
(Mother Tongue). The historical significance of the day was reflected in the
deliberations of the dignitaries.
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RABINDRA JAYANTI 08.05.2022

As a homage to Tagore’s inclusive philosophy our college celebrated the Bard’s
birthday on 08.05.2022. The programme aimed towards enshrining the spirit of
fellowship among each other. Besides the customary garlanding of the portrait of
the nobel lauriete the day marked the celebration through Tagore’s songs,
recitations, dance and lectures. The Principal of the college through his address
explored possible new research avenues related to Tagore and his circle. The
students and the members of the college actively participated in the celebration.
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BASANTA UTSAB 17.03.22

The covid 19 pandemic confined us in our homes as a result of our ecological
arrogance, emphasizing the necessity for human beings to be conscious of their
activities which should nourish society and economy without endangering the
needs of the future. As an endeavour to mark the importance of nature and
sustainable development in our lives our college organized Basanta Utasab (Spring
Festival). Spring was celebrated with Tagorean songs embarking an inclusive spirit
which remains an epitome of fellowship and association. Recitation songs and
dance marked the day along with an outdoor play of colours which symbolized
fraternity and togetherness.
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY, 08.03.2022

To address issues of gender equality our college celebrated women and
womanhood on 8th March’22 augmenting the UNESCO message ‘Balance
for Better’. The female members of the college were felicitated by the college
authority as a token of respect.Through several lectures by the female
members of the institution ‘Her Story’ was voiced and heard.
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTENDED THE FUNCTIONS
ORGANIZED BY THE COLLEGE DURING THE SESSION 2021-22

SERIAL REGN NO NAME SIGNATURE

1 | 0092105010277 | AFSANA NARGIJ PARVIN

2 | 0092105010278 | PURABI ROY

3 | 0092105010279 | SAMPA SARKAR

4 | 0092105010280 | RIMA BANERJEE

5 | 0092105010281 | KARISHMA PARVIN

6 | 0092105010282 | SONALI DUTTA

7 | 0092105010283 | ARATI MANDAL

8 | 0092105010284 | BEAUTY PARVIN

9 | 0092105010285 | MANISHA ROY

10 | 0092105010286 | AJAY SARKAR

11 | 0092105010288 | SUHANA PARVIN

12 | 0092105010289 | WASIM AKRAM

13 | 0092105010290 | ANUP ROY
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14 | 0092105010291 | BITHI BARMAN

15 | 0092105010292 | NIRODH ROY

16 | 0092105010293 | DAYABATI ROY

17 | 0092105010294 | PUJA HAZRA

18 | 0092105010295 | KAUSHIK ROY
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